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Yendor - Map of Aang's Favorites. Legend-maker: nikoboto. Zuko. Wukong. There was a time when people would try to make maps of the world, most famously the Great World Map. The time before GPS, map makers could tell where you are with the magical map. Since then GPS is so much better than the ancient map, and people don't make maps anymore. As a result, we're going to make a list
of the best places to travel to in the Avatar universe! Each location will be a little bit different, and each will have a little something to do. The places that are made will be made by the fan community, and you can submit your own entries! So let's get started! The first place we have to travel to is the planet of Tien, because we need to get to Kuchi Ngum. Without a map, we would have to try and get
there the old fashioned way. Planet Tien Before we get on Kuchi Ngum, we have to travel to a location on planet Tien. For this map, we'll be taking the four-legged creatures of the water. Unfortunately, we can't travel on the back of a dragon. The locations on Tien that we will visit is the following. Earth Kingdom. This world is home to the Earth Kingdom. Avatar Sokka. This is where Sokka comes
from, and this is where he hides out at. Avatar Aang. This is where Aang lives, so this is where we'll go first. Avatar Zuko. This is where Zuko lives, so this is where we'll go next. Avatar Sokka. This is where Sokka lives. Avatar Aang. This is where Aang lives. Avatar Zuko. This is where Zuko lives. Avatar Katara. This is where Katara lives. Avatar Sokka. This is where Sokka 82157476af
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